Invitation to the online presentation of the book:

**European Solidarity in Action and the Future of Europe**

Editors: Kaeding, Michael, Pollak, Johannes, Schmidt, Paul (TEPSA)

The chapters on Hungary and Czechia are in focus, online presentations will be held by:

**Zdeněk Sychra**: “Solidarity in the EU: Why are the Czechs afraid of it?”
assistant professor, University of West Bohemia, Department of Politics and International Relations

**András Inotai**: “European Solidarity? A view from a renitent Hungary”
professor emeritus, former director of Institute of World Economics

Comments on financial solidarity by:

**Norbert Szijártó**
research fellow, Institute of World Economics, CERS

**András Bíró-Nagy**: “Central Europe in the EU - rhetoric and facts”
senior research fellow, Institute for Political Science, Centre for Social Sciences, Department for Government and Public Policy

**Date: 16 September 2021, 10.00**

Please register (possibly by 15 Sept.) to have the zoom link in advance here: https://forms.gle/xaHR78b4rgv5aSTc8

The book can be ordered at Springer in late 2021